
POOLE PARK

THE CORAL REEF - £100k Equipment and Features

TODDLER
PLAY

A Toddler play area inspired by nature and the coral reef. This area will be for children aged 2-8 years old. The bright colours and inclusive play elements wil also mean this area engages those 
with disabilities and learning diffi c ulties. This area wil spark the imagination of it’s users and will become a beacon within the park. 

FITNESS EQUIPMENT - £40kEquipment and Features

THE WOODLAND - £30k Equipment and Features

NATURAL
PLAY

This area celebrates and complements the existing area of natural beauty. The Woodland Play Area will provide a space for quiet, contemplative play. Sensory planting will provide various scents 
and differing textures which will encourage children to be inquisitive and explore their surroundings. Here, children play naturally, in nature, with nature. 

The Pirate’s Cove is intended to be a explosion of imagination and fantasy. Children can play and explore to their heart’s content roleplaying as pirates and islanders. The equipment selected will 
cater for all abilities and ages and will provide a balacne between risk and thrill while encouraging competitive and group play. Ref: 1509.10670(Towergardens_EastLindseyDC) Sales Manager: Adam Dickerson Designer: Adam Grace www.proludic.co.uk

95 Play Opportunities 

for up to  100 fearless 
Pirates   

THE LIGHTHOUSE & THE PIRATE’S COVE - £230k

junior
PLAY

Equipment and Features

Our Urbanix Gym Equipment uses a unique patented hydraulic piston. Each piece of equipment offers 8 different levels of resistance enabling either an easier range of motion or requiring more 
power form the user. All equipment is certified and adheres to the new gym standard EN16630. Urbanix is very much the next generation outdoor fitness range which is built to last. 

This drawing is an artistic representation of the proposed concept. any equipment installed will fully adhere 

to all relevant safety regulations and is therefore likely to be differnet ot the above artistic impression. 
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